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Bring your life
 

Whether it’s exploring spectacular nature in the great outdoors or travelling the 
world with family and friends, we all have a passion for enjoying an active life.

 At Thule, we share your desire to spend more time enjoying our passions  
– which means less time worrying about how to bring all the stuff we need.  
For more than 75 years, we have been totally focused on developing smart, 
stylish products that are environmentally sound, high quality, safe, and easy  
to use. All so you can bring the things you care most about. 
 
Whatever your passion, whatever your pursuit. 
Wherever you´re going, whatever you´re bringing. 
With Thule, you're free to live your active life to the full.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Backpacks & Bags
for outdoor & sport 
Bring your life. And tour the world. At Thule we believe in the value of an active life  
– whether you’re in the city or the great outdoors. That’s why we’ve developed a 
wide range of smart, stylish and rugged backpacks, sport and travel bags, sleeves, 
and cases to carry all your gear, devices and daily essentials.

Backpacks
Custom-fit for you on long 
treks or weekend hikes.

Sport Duffels
Versatile and durable duffel bags, 
built for your active lifestyle.

Backpacks 06 
Backpacking and Travel Backpacks 08 
Hiking Backpacks 14 
Hydration Backpacks 32 
Child Carrier Backpacks 34 
Ski & Snowboard Backpacks 38

Sport Transport Bags 40  
Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags 42

Sport Duffels 50 
Thule Chasm Collection 52

Thule and Apa Sherpa  
Foundation 56

One step further 
 
No matter how many mountains you have climbed, miles you have biked, slopes you have 
skied, or places you’ve seen, there are always new adventures and new things to experience. 

 For 75 years, we have been there to help you bring gear for your next adventure on your 
car, from your home to the trailhead or shore. Over the last few years, we have extended the 
choice of products to carry your gear one step further, developing bike cases, backpacks, 
and sport duffel bags. All the time staying true to what we do best: high-quality products 
that have smart solutions, are easy to use, and look good.

Book your tickets, pack your bags and head off on new exciting 
adventures. Safe, easy, and in style.

Sport Transport Bags
Take your active life on the go.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Hit the trail or forge your own path. 
With Thule’s durable, comfortable, and 
easy-to-use backpacks, you can find the 
perfect size for long treks or short hikes 
and adjust to exactly fit your body. 

Backpacks

www.hebalyauto.hu
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222000
Obsidian

222101
Poseidon

222100
Obsidian

222202 
Monument

222203 
Bordeaux

222103 
Bordeaux

222102 
Monument

222200 
Obsidian

222201 
Poseidon

3203561
Dark Forest

211105
Fjord

3203562
Roarange

3203564
Mazerine Blue

3203563
Deep Teal

3203566
Roarange

211204
Fjord

3203565
Dark Forest

3203567
Deep Teal

3203568
Mazerine Blue

211304
Fjord

3203569
Dark Forest

3203570
Roarange

3203571
Deep Teal

3203572
Mazerine Blue

B
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Backpacking and Travel Backpacks Line at-a-Glance Backpacking and Travel Backpacks Line at-a-Glance

Thule Guidepost 85L  
Men’s
Extended trip 

Thule Guidepost 75L  
Men’s
Extended trip/Multi day trip

Thule Guidepost 75L  
Women’s
Extended trip/Multi day trip

Thule Guidepost 65L  
Men’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Guidepost 65L  
Women’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 70L  
Men’s
Extended trip/Multi Day trip

Thule Versant 70L  
Women’s
Extended trip/Multi Day trip

Thule Versant 60L  
Men’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 60L  
Women’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 50L  
Men’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 50L  
Women’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

www.hebalyauto.hu
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222000
Obsidian

222101
Poseidon

222100
Obsidian

222103 
Bordeaux

222102 
Monument

222200 
Obsidian

222201 
Poseidon

222202 
Monument

222203 
Bordeaux
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Everyone is different …
With the Thule Guidepost series, we focus on what’s important in the wild: ease of 
use, durability, and the most comfort thanks to a perfect fit.

Comfortable load thanks to a perfect fit
Carrying heavy loads comfortably over long distances, the key is to transfer the 
load of the pack to your waist and legs. The rigid yet compact TransHub suspension 
system has an aluminum stay connected to a firm padded hipbelt ensuring a great 
load transfer.

A comfortable pack should fit your body and distribute the load and pressure 
optimally. That’s why the Thule Guidepost has up to 270 configurations to ensure a 
perfect fit for you. 

1. Gender-specific design
2. Torso length adjustments (15 cm)
3. Shoulder strap adjustments
4. Multiple hip belt options

Easy to use so you can focus on your journey
Ease of use, adjustability, quick access, and clever ways to organize your gear are 
signs of a backpack developed by true outdoor people. Among the many smart 
solutions is the removable lid that you can use as a backpack for side trips.

Long trek? Short hike? Rely on your Thule pack
We’ve made our Thule Guidepost backpacks with the highest quality materials, 
putting them through rigorous testing both in our labs and in the real world. 

Thule Guidepost
Backpacking and Travel Backpacks 

Thule VersaClick Accessory Pouch
A roomy and versatile pouch that provides convenient 
access for everything from water bottles to sunglasses.

Thule VersaClick Water Bottle Sleeve
For the user who wants hassle free access to their water 
bottle.

Add to your Thule Guidepost

Thule Guidepost
Customizable trekking pack with a perfect fit.

Backpacking and Travel Backpacks

Cords are neatly managed between your 
device in your hipbelt pocket and your 
mobile charger in the internal PowerPocket

Easily access the pack’s 
contents through a large 
zip side access panel

Angled pockets on either 
side of the bag make it easy 
to retrieve water bottles and  
hydrate on the go

Customizable hipbelt 
compatible with inter-
changeable VersaClick 
accessories (waterproof 
rolltop pocket included; 
other accessories 
sold separately)

Stow hiking poles 
or ice axes with two 
attachment loops

Easily customizable for a perfect fit with 
15cm/6in of torso adjustability and a 
QuickFit shoulder harness that allows for 
3 different shoulder strap width settings

Keep cool and comfortable with a 
breathable back panel that allows 
air to circulate around your back 
while padded support protects 
critical contact points

Enables natural gait and improves 
balance with a pivoting hipbelt that 
allows the pack to move with you

85L Men ś 75L Men ś

75L Women ś

65L Men ś

65L Women ś

Create a more comfortable carry through 
the Transhub suspension system and 
reinforced hipbelt that effortlessly 
transfers the pack’s load to your hips

Gear stays dry during 
storms with high-visibility, 
removable rain cover

Have two packs in one when you 
remove the lid and transform it into  
a spacious 28L summit backpack

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203569
Dark Forest

211304
Fjord

3203570
Roarange

3203571
Deep Teal

3203572
Mazerine 
Blue

3203561
Dark Forest

211105
Fjord

3203562
Roarange

3203563
Deep Teal

3203564
Mazerine 
Blue

3203565
Dark Forest

211204
Fjord

3203566
Roarange

3203567
Deep Teal

3203568
Mazerine 
Blue
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Thule Versant
Backpacking and Travel Backpacks

Thule VersaClick DSLR Camera Holster
Never miss a shot with a DSLR holster that provides 
convenient access to your camera and protection on 
the trail.

Thule VersaClick mirrorless Camera Holster
Never miss a shot with a mirrorless camera holster that 
gives you easy, hip access while protecting your camera 
on the go.

Add to your Thule Versant

Thule Versant
Light in weight but heavy on features.

Backpacking and Travel Backpacks 

60L Men ś70L Men ś

60L Women ś70L Women ś

50L Men ś

50L Women ś

Customize your hipbelt storage pocket 
with our range of VersaClick accessories

Hydration compatible design features a side 
water bottle pocket and reservoir sleeve with 
drink tube exit port (reservoir sold separately)

Zippered hipbelt pocket and stretch 
side pockets store water bottles,
snacks and other small items

The floating lid can be 
adjusted to allow users to 
over pack when necessary

Hipbelt and torso adjustability 
for perfect fit

Stow hiking poles or ice axes with 
two gear attachment loops

Top lid converts to a sling 
pack for summit hikes

Front shove-it pocket 
stores extra layers

Easily access the pack’s contents through 
a large U-zip access panel to quickly get to 
gear both on and off the trail

Light in weight but heavy on features
The Versant Series strikes the perfect balance in offering a lightweight backpacking 
pack that doesn’t skimp on features that matter most.

A comfortable carry through a perfect fit 
A comfortable pack is a well fitting pack. And in order to have a well fitting pack, 
a properly adjusted torso and hipbelt is a must. Thule Versant packs have 12 cm of 
torso and 15 cm of hipbelt padding adjustment built in. Simply choose your perfect 
setting and go.  

Customization is key 
Wants, needs and preferences vary from person to person, and from environ-
ment to environment. Which is why the Thule Versant packs offer end consumers 
the ability to customize their pack with three different hipbelt pockets. A rolltop 
SafeZone keeps electronics safe from weather and bumps on the trail. A zippered 
pocket keeps the traditionalist happy. And a water bottle holster keeps your hydra-
tion close at hand. Or simply cut down on weight and leave all at home. The choice 
is yours. 

Smart weatherproofing 
Your pack is your workhorse. It’s there for you no matter how demanding the 
weather. Which is why in adverse conditions, your pack needs to perform at its 
peak. The drop liner and ¾ raincover combine to make your pack more accessible, 
more durable and keep your gear drier than a traditional raincover.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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223102 
Slickrock

223101 
Atlantic

223100 
Obsidian

223103 
Atlantic

223104 
Deep Teal

223200 
Obsidian

223201 
Atlantic

223202 
Slickrock

223204 
Deep Teal

223203 
Atlantic

224100 
Obsidian

224101 
Atlantic

224102 
Slickrock

224104 
Deep Teal

224103 
Atlantic

225102 M/L
Slickrock

225105 S/M
Slickrock

225100 M/L
Obsidian

225103 S/M
Obsidian

225101 M/L
Atlantic

225104 S/M
Atlantic

225106 S/M
Atlantic

225108 XS/S
Atlantic

225107 S/M
Deep Teal

225109 XS/S
Deep Teal

3203543
Dark Shadow

3203544
Dark Forest

3203545
Dark Forest

3203546
Fjord

3203547
Dark Shadow

3203548
Dark Forest

3203549
Dark Forest

3203550
Fjord

3203553
Fjord

3203552
Dark Forest

3203551
Dark Shadow 

3203554
Dark Shadow

3203555
Dark Forest

3203556 
Fjord

3203558
Dark Forest

3203557
Dark Shadow

3203559
Fjord
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Hiking Backpacks Line at-a-Glance

Thule Capstone 50L  
Men’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 50L  
Women’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 40L  
Men’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 40L  
Women’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Hiking Backpacks Line at-a-Glance

Thule Capstone 32L  
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule Capstone 32L  
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Capstone 22L  
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule Capstone 22L 
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 35L 
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 35L 
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 28L
Men’s
Day Hike

Thule Stir 28L
Women’s
Day Hike

Thule Stir 20L  
Men’s/Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 18L
Men’s/Women’s
Day Hike

Thule Stir 15L  
Men’s/Women’s
Day Hike 

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203536
Obsidian

3203537
Mykonos

3203538
Garden Green

3203539
Obsidian

3203540
Monarch

3203534
Obsidian

3203535
Monarch

3203531
Obsidian

3203532
Mykonos

3203533
Garden Green
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Thule AllTrail 35L
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule AllTrail 35L
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule AllTrail 45L
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule AllTrail 45L
Women’s
Day Hike 

Hiking Backpacks Line at-a-Glance

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203531
Obsidian

3203532
Mykonos

3203533
Garden Green

3203534
Obsidian

3203535
Monarch
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Thule AllTrail
Hiking Backpacks

Any activity, any season
An all-around solution for the outdoor enthusiast who jumps from one activity to 
the next, the Thule AllTrail Hiking Backpacks will help lighten the load and survive 
the elements through any activity and every season. Built to support a day hike, 
a short backpacking excursion, camping or a weekend away, these packs provide 
unmatched versatility and come equipped with a high visibility removable rain cover.

Thule AllTrail 45L 
With exceptional versatility and trail-friendly features, the Thule AllTrail 
Hiking Backpacks ease the journey through every season and any activity. 

45L Men ś 45L Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

Stay cool with breathable shoulder 
straps, hipbelt padding and back panel

Conveniently store trekking 
poles on your hipbelt without 
taking off your pack using 
the included Thule VersaClick 
Pole Holder

Easily secure trekking poles 
or ice axes on attachment 
loops that stow away when 
not in use

Stay hydrated with the dedicated 
hydration sleeve with drink 
tube exit port and  two side 
water bottle pockets (hydration 
reservoir sold separately)

Keep gear separated and organized 
with sleeping bag divider)

Customize the Thule VersaClick 
compatible hipbelt with any of the 
interchangeable Thule VersaClick 
accessories (most sold separately)

Quickly store and access gear on 
the go through front shove-it pocket

Easily access gear on the 
trail through side zipper

Gear stays dry during 
storms with high-visibility, 
removable rain cover

Attain the perfect fit with 10 
cm/4 in of torso adjustability 

Trail-ready innovation
Thule’s inventive solutions ensure that you never have to slow down by incorporating lightweight, 
durable materials and keeping all your gear readily accessible while on the trail. Water, trekking 
poles, snacks, electronics and accessories remain at your fingertips while your pack is on.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203536
Obsidian

3203537
Mykonos

3203538
Garden Green

3203539
Obsidian

3203540
Monarch
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Thule AllTrail 35L 
With exceptional versatility and trail-friendly features, the Thule AllTrail 
Hiking Backpacks ease the journey through every season and any activity. 

35L Men ś 35L Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

Conveniently store trekking 
poles on your hipbelt without 
taking off your pack using 
the included Thule VersaClick 
Pole Holder

Easily secure trekking poles 
or ice axes on attachment 
loops that stow away when 
not in use

Customize the Thule VersaClick 
compatible hipbelt with any of the 
interchangeable Thule VersaClick 
accessories (most sold separately)

Stay cool with breathable shoulder 
straps, hipbelt padding and back panel

Store small items in zippered 
lid and hipbelt pockets

Attain the perfect fit with 10 
cm/4 in of torso adjustability 

Gear stays dry during 
storms with high-visibility, 
removable rain cover

Stay hydrated with the dedicated 
hydration sleeve with drink 
tube exit port and  two side 
water bottle pockets (hydration 
reservoir sold separately)

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203543
Dark Shadow

3203544
Dark Forest

3203545
Dark Forest

3203546
Fjord
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Thule Stir
Hiking Backpacks

Everything you need and nothing you don’t 

The Thule Stir series appeals to the user who embraces a “less is more” philosophy. While 
their needs are still demanding, these users celebrate simplicity and cherish a pack that is 
comfortable, lightweight and easily serves their gear on command. These packs are perfect 
for the minimalist looking for that lightweight “go-to” pack for day hikes and/or alpine 
excursions.

Easy access
The last thing you want to do is fight with your pack to access and stow gear. Which is 
why the Thule Stir packs have a lid that opens in one fluid motion and a convenient stretch 
pocket to store your phone and other essentials on the shoulder strap.

Smart weatherproofing 
Your pack is your workhorse. It’s there for you no matter how demanding the weather. 
Which is why in adverse conditions, your pack needs to perform at its peak. The drop 
liner and ¾ raincover combine to make your pack more accessible, more durable and 
keep your gear drier than a traditional raincover.

Stretch side pockets store 
water bottles, snacks and 
other small items

Hydration compatible design features 
a reservoir sleeve and drink tube exit 
port (reservoir sold separately)

Front shove-it pocket 
stores extra layers

Two hipbelt pockets store snacks, 
a phone and other small items

Thule Stir 35L
Everything you need and nothing you don’t.

35L Men ś 35L Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

Easy open lid with storm flap 
simplifies getting in and out of 
the bag and keeps weather out 

Breathable backpanel and 
shoulder straps keeps the 
user cool and dry on the trail

Stretch pocket on shoulder strap 
for phone and other small items

10cm of torso adjustability  
provides the perfect fit

Removable or tuckable hipbelt 
for around the town use

Light loop attachment point 
and reflective screen print

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203547
Dark Shadow

3203548
Dark Forest

3203549
Dark Forest

3203550
Fjord

3203554
Dark Shadow

3203555
Dark Forest

3203556 
Fjord
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Thule Stir 28L 
A lightweight pack that can be fully loaded for  
the trail or stripped down for around town. 

28L Men ś 28L Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

Streamline your carry around 
town by completely removing 
sternum strap and hipbelt

Quickly access a phone and 
other small items in the stretch 
pocket on shoulder strap

Easily store and access small 
items in the external lid pocket

Easily attach gear to the 
outside of the pack with 
removable compression straps 

Stay hydrated with the dedicated 
hydration sleeve with drink 
tube exit port and two side 
water bottle pockets (hydration 
reservoir sold separately) 

Easily secure trekking poles 
or ice axes on loops that 
stow away when not in use

Be seen in low light conditions 
thanks to light loop attachment 
point and reflective material

Stay cool with breathable back 
panel and shoulder straps

Thule Stir 18L
A versatile pack with quick-access and organization  
that makes it perfect for the trail or around-town use.

18L Men ś / Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

Easily access a phone and other 
small items in the stretch pocket 
on shoulder strap

Stay hydrated with the dedicated 
hydration sleeve with drink tube exit 
port and two side water bottle pockets 
(hydration reservoir sold separately)

Quickly access the contents 
in your bag thanks to a pull 
tab opening

Stay cool with breathable back 
panel and shoulder straps

Be seen in low light conditions 
thanks to light loop attachment 
point and reflective material

Streamline your carry around town 
by removing the sternum strap and 
tucking the hipbelt behind back panel

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203551
Dark Shadow 

3203552
Dark Forest

3203553
Fjord

3203557
Dark Shadow

3203558
Dark Forest

3203559 
Fjord
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Thule Stir 15L Hiking Pack

Perfect for shorter hikes and jaunts around town,  

an ideal pack for light and fast trips. 

FEATURES
• Easy access lid with protective storm flap

• Sternum strap can be removed and hipbelt can tuck behind   
back panel for around town use

• Light loop attachment point and reflective material

• Internal mesh pocket for easy storage

• Integrated attachment points to lash gear onto

• Breathable back panel and shoulder straps keep you cool

Thule Stir 20L Hiking Pack

A versatile pack with quick-access pockets and 

organization that make it perfect for the trail or  

around-town use. 

FEATURES
• Easy access lid with protective storm flap

• Sternum strap can be removed and hipbelt can   
tuck behind back panel for around town use

• Stretch pocket on shoulder strap for phone and other small items

• Light loop attachment point and reflective material

• Internal mesh pocket for easy storage

• Front shove it pocket for quick access

Hiking Backpacks

20L Men*s /Womeǹ s 15L Meǹ s / Womeǹ s

www.hebalyauto.hu
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223102 
Slickrock

223100 
Obsidian

223101 
Atlantic

223103 
Atlantic

223104 
Deep Teal

223200 
Obsidian

223201 
Atlantic

223202
Slickrock

223204 
Deep Teal

223203 
Atlantic

B
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Thule Capstone
Hiking Backpacks

A perfect fit for your hiking adventures
To truly enjoy the great outdoors, you need a comfortable pack. A perfect fit is a must. 
And the Thule Capstone series is designed for hikers that don’t settle for anything less. 

Adjust to exactly fit your body – on the go 
The MicroAdjust suspension system lets you customize the pack to fit your unique profile. 
With no need to remove the pack – just adjust it on your back. Making sure there is a  
perfect fit for all, Thule Capstone packs are tailored for the subtle differences between the 
male and female bodies.v

Use your pack in comfort 
Comfort is also having a pack that lets the air flow, even on the hottest days.  
The Thule Capstone series has a tensioned mesh back panel for maximum breathability.

Designed for long-lasting performance 
A backpack is like a travelling companion you can trust at all times. We’ve made our packs 
out of the highest quality materials that last, and for their superior lightweight durability 
and strength.

Tested to the limit 
To make sure the Thule Capstone can endure even the toughest conditions we have put  
them through rigorous testing, both in our labs and in the real world. Our world-class  
endurance athletes, the Thule Adventure Team, test to ensure our backpacks withstand 
the most extreme environments, While in the Thule Test Center™, they are pushed to the 
limit, e.g. simulating hiking around the Earth.

Thule Capstone 
On-the-go customizable hiking pack with a perfect fit. 

50L Men ś 50L Women ś 40L Men ś 40L Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

Tensioned mesh back panel 
for unparalleled breathability

Zippered pockets in lid and  
hipbelt to store small itemsTop load, side and bottom access 

make it easy to access gear on the 
trail and load and unload your pack

Hydration compatible design

Side compression straps let 
you cinch down your load 
or lash gear to the outside 
of the pack

Conveniently stow hiking 
poles or ice axes with 
two attachment loops

Stretch fabric shove-it 
pocket for fast access 
to often used gear

Zippered pockets in lid and  
hipbelt to store small items

High-visibility, 
removable rain cover

MicroAdjust Suspension system 
lets you adjust your torso length 
10cm/4in while the pack is on to 
easily dial in the perfect fit

Customize your hipbelt storage 
pocket with our range of 
VersaClick accessories

www.hebalyauto.hu
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224100 
Obsidian

224102 
Slickrock

224101 
Atlantic

224104 
Deep Teal

224103 
Atlantic

225102 M/L
Slickrock

225100 M/L
Obsidian

225101 M/L
Atlantic

225105 S/M
Slickrock

225103 S/M
Obsidian

225104 S/M
Atlantic

225106 S/M
Atlantic

225107 S/M
Deep Teal

225108 XS/S
Atlantic

225109 XS/S
Deep Teal

B
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Thule Capstone 32L Hiking Pack

Perfect for a day’s adventure, the Thule Capstone 32L 

has a MicroAdjust suspension system that makes the 

pack fully adjustable for the perfect fit, a tensioned 

mesh back panel for maximum breathability and a 

built in raincover.

FEATURES
• MicroAdjust Suspension system lets you adjust your torso length 10cms/4in 

while the pack is on to easily dial in the perfect fit

• Tensioned mesh back panel provides unparalleled breathability, keeping you 
cool and dry on the trail

• High-visibility, removable rain cover keeps your gear dry during storms

• Zippered pocket at the top of pack stores sunglasses and other small items

• Hipbelt pocket stores snacks, a phone and other small items and built-in 
VersaClick system allows for customizable quick access

• Stretch fabric shove-it pocket provides fast access to often used gear

Thule Capstone 22L Hiking Pack

Outfitted with a tensioned mesh back panel for 

maximum breathability, a quick access shove-it pocket 

and  built in rain cover, the Thule Capstone 22L is your 

go to pack for afternoon mountain adventures.

FEATURES
• Tensioned mesh back panel provides unparalleled breathability, keeping you 

cool and dry on the trail

• Zippered pocket at the top of pack stores sunglasses and other small items

• High-visibility, removable rain cover keeps your gear dry during storms

• Hipbelt pocket stores snacks, a phone and other small items and built-in 
VersaClick system allows for customizable quick access

• Stretch fabric shove-it pocket provides fast access to often used gear

• Side compression straps let you cinch down your load or lash gear to the 
outside of the pack

32L Men ś

32L Women ś

22L Men ś

22L  Women ś

Hiking Backpacks

www.hebalyauto.hu
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3203641
Obsidian 

3203639 
Obsidian 

3203637 
Obsidian 

3203642
Moroccan Blue

3203640
Moroccan Blue

3203638
Moroccan Blue
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Thule Vital Hydration Pack
Hydrations Backpacks Hydration Backpacks

Thule Vital Hydration Pack
Applying years of biking expertise, the Thule Vital Collection helps you to get the most 
out of every mountain bike ride with a hands-free hydration system, optimal weight 
distribution and innovative pockets designed to access gear without slowing down.

Quickly access nutrition, clothing 
or tools while riding without having 
to stop or remove pack thanks to 
convenient jersey-style pockets

Improve bike handling and reduce muscle 
strain with optimal weight distribution 
thanks to the low center of gravity

Stay hydrated without slowing down 
using the hands-free ReTrakt hose 
return system

Maximize uphill and downhill 
performance with lightweight, 
ventilated materials

Hands-free hydration system
The Thule ReTrakt hydration hose keeps your hands on the bars and your focus on 
the trail as it automatically returns between sips and stays in place until you need it. 
Each bag comes equipped with a HydraPak reservoir to ensure you stay hydrated 
and maximize your performance.

Built to ride 
Thule Vital Hydration Packs are constructed with a low center of gravity and optimal 
weight distribution to improve bike handling and reduce muscle strain. Lightweight,  
ventilated materials offer ultimate comfort on any terrain while unique jersey-style 
 pockets allow quick access to items without slowing down.

8L 6L 3L

www.hebalyauto.hu
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210105
Slate/Cobalt

210102
Dark Shadow/Slate
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Bring your most precious cargo on the trail
We want to help families experience the great outdoors together. But to have a good time, 
everyone needs to be comfortable. We developed the Thule Sapling series to perfectly fit 
both parents and the child.

Perfect fit and comfort for the child 
The ergonomic seat on the Thule Sapling packs is designed to keep the child comfortable 
for hours on the trail. To ensure a perfect fit for the child, you can adjust the seat height and 
width, as well as the harness. The child’s weight is evenly distributed, avoiding pressure points, 
thanks to the ergonomic shape of the plush seat. 

Effortless changeover
The backpanel and hipbelt can be easily adjusted on the trail to make sure parents of   
different heights and body types can carry with comfort. The breathable, padded   
backpanel lets air circulate and avoids sharp pressure points.

Safety guaranteed
Carry your kids with confidence – our products can handle the toughest conditions to keep 
you and your children safe. At the Thule’s Test Center™, we test to the highest, most rigorous 
standards in the industry. Confirming these world-class standards, the Thule Sapling is also 
tested by independent, recognized testing agencies such as TÜV.

Thule Sapling Child Carrier Rain Cover
Keep your child dry with the stowable Thule Sapling Child 
Carrier Rain Cover.

Thule Sapling

Add to your Thule Sapling

Child Carrier Backpacks

Two extra roomy zippered hipbelt pockets 
that store toys, snacks and gadgets

Mirror lets you monitor  
your child

Removable backpack to store diapers, 
clothes, and other essentials

Plush, height adjustable,  
ergonomic seat

Removable stirrups let your little  
one rest their legs and readjust  
themselves on the trail

Deployable sunshade keeps your child  
cool and protected from the harsh sun

Adjustable back panel and hipbelt  
provide a perfect fit and easy   
transition between parents

Load stabilizer straps allow 
on-the-go adjustments to the 
backpack’s center of gravity

Breathable back panel provides padding 
and support at critical contact points

Dual access loading allows  
you to load your child from  
the top or side of the carrier

Thule Sapling Elite
A comfortable ride for both parents and kids.

Child Carrier Backpacks
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Thule Sapling Child Carrier

Thule’s Sapling child carrier safely and comfortably 

carries your precious cargo while on the trail and 

effortlessly transitions between parents with simple  

torso and hipbelt adjustments.

FEATURES
• Fully adjustable back panel and hipbelt provide a perfect fit and comfortable 

carry and make the transition between parents quick and easy

• Mesh pockets, hydration reservoir sleeve and two large zippered compartments 
store clothes, water, diapers, rain gear, and other essentials

• Keep essentials close at hand with two roomy zippered hipbelt pockets   
that store toys, snacks and gadgets

• Load stabilizer straps allow on-the-go adjustments to the backpack’s center of 
gravity by pulling the child closer to the parent for a more comfortable carry 

• Deployable sunshade keeps your child cool and protected    
from the harsh sun

• Plush, height adjustable, ergonomic seat efficiently distributes the   
child’s weight by providing inner thigh support

Child Carrier Backpacks
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Ski & Snowboard Backpacks
Thule Upslope

Bring your skis
For decades we have helped people travel to the mountains. Now we are joining them on 
the slopes and the backcountry.

Sharing our passion for skiing and snowboarding
You want to be free to feel the snow beneath your feet. That’s why, when designing the 
Thule Upslope, our focus was to make sure your gear is organized and does not interfere 
with your skiing. 

Your gear should be easy accessible to keep your focus on the adventure and to save you 
time at critical moments. While climbing, water and snacks should be at hand and your skis 
or snowboard well attached. Going downhill, the bag should keep gear well protected and 
out of your way.

As tough as the mountain
We’ve made the Thule Upslope with the highest quality materials, putting it through 
rigorous testing both in our labs and in the real world.

Ski & Snowboard Backpacks

Thule Upslope 35L

Backcountry focused backpack with easy access to 

gear with the pack on your back.

FEATURES
• Avalanche compartment with dedicated probe and shovel handle sleeves 

keep tools separated from dry gear in main compartment 

• Bottom loop on ski and snowboard carry quickly adjusts for varying widths 
of skis and boards and stows to prevent snagging  

• Stowable ice axe loop holds a mountain tool but can be tucked away   
to prevent snagging

• Roomy side pockets store and provide on trail access to a 1L water bottle 
or climbing skins

• Versatile carry options include A-frame and diagonal ski carry or horizontal 
and vertical snowboard carry

• Store helmet either on the bottom of the backpack for simple retrieval or 
storage while wearing the pack or on the front of the pack

Thule Upslope 20L

Easy access to gear with the pack on   

your back, when in the slopes.

FEATURES
• Bottom loop on ski and snowboard carry quickly adjusts for varying  

widths of skis and boards and stows to prevent snagging  

• Stowable ice axe loop holds a mountain tool but can be tucked away   
to prevent snagging

• Access gear in the main compartment without removing the backpack 
through a  zipper that coils around the entire pack

• Three ways to access your gear- traditional top load, sling style side access 
and main compartment access while pack is on your back 

• Versatile carry options include diagonal ski carry or horizontal and  
vertical snowboard carry

• Insulated hydration sleeve helps prevent your hose from freezing

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule ski boot bags and ski or 
snowboard bags give extra protection 
and an easier journey when you’re 
heading off to the slopes.

Sport Transport  
Bags
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Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags  Line at-a-Glance

Thule RoundTrip Boot Backpack Thule RoundTrip 
Snowboard Roller 165cm

Thule RoundTrip Ski Roller 192 cm Thule RoundTrip Ski Roller 175 cm

Thule RoundTrip Ski Bag 192cmThule RoundTrip Snowboard Bag
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Thule RoundTrip
Ski, Boot and Snowboard Bags

Building an even better case
The Thule RoundTrip Collection comes with the same durable, dependable and functional 
construction as the current generation, but offers enhanced features and a fresh design.  
The snowboard and ski rollers have added structural reinforcements to diminish any sagging. 
Other upgrades include an oversized SafeZone compartment on the boot backpack and 
an S-shaped zipper that coils around the ski and snowboard bags, simplifying visibility and 
access to your gear.

Everything in its place
Dedicated pole sleeves, ski sleeves, accessory pockets and a spacious, crush-proof  
SafeZone keep your gear organized, separated and protected so you can worry more 
 about snow conditions and less about where your gear is. 

Protect snowsport gear and stay organized 
Thule’s innovative ski and snowboard sleeves are a classic 3-in-1 solution. They slide over  
tips and tails to provide added protection for your equipment, prevent your delicate  
outerwear from getting cut by sharp edges and keep your gear organized in transit and  
at your destination.

Rugged and dependable 
Durability is the cornerstone of the Thule RoundTrip Collection. With a robust 600D  
polyester main fabric, thick padding, and YKK zippers, these bags are built to last.

Thule RoundTrip Boot Backpack
A snowsport backpack designed to keep your feet dry,  
your goggles safe and your gear organized.

Ski, Boot and Snowboard Bags

Efficiently pack and 
access snowsport gear 
with two-way access into 
the top or front of bag

Easily attach skis, board, 
poles, helmet or outwear 
using external lash webbing 

Store outerwear, gloves 
and accessories in two 
spacious side pockets

Deter theft with 
lockable zippers  
(lock sold separately)

Conveniently change in and out of 
boots in any location and keep feet 
dry by flipping down backpanel 
door for use as a standing mat

Quickly connect pack to any  
Thule RoundTrip Ski or Snowboard 
Bag using built-in attachment loops

Easily transport with 
padded shoulder straps 
and multiple grab handles

Protect goggles, sunglasses, 
iPhone or other fragile 
gear in large, crush-proof 
SafeZone compartment

Store and transport boots in 
rear-loading compartment

Water escapes through 
grommets in boot compartment

60L
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Thule RoundTrip Snowboard Bag
A spacious snowboard bag with padded, cinch-top board 
sleeves to ensure your gear travels safely to each destination.

Ski, Boot and Snowboard Bags

Easily transport with removable, 
padded shoulder strap and 
convenient grab handles

Fit a snowboard up to 
165cm in length plus boots

Simplify stowing and retrieving 
your gear with an S-shaped 
zipper that coils around the bag

Smooth, reliable access 
from durable YKK zippers

Deter theft with lockable 
zippers (lock sold separately)

Protect your snowboard and 
outwear and stay organized 
with the padded, cinch top 
board sleeves

Store additional layers 
and accessories in 
internal zipped pocket

Easily transport with removable, 
padded shoulder strap and 
convenient grab handles

165cm

Thule RoundTrip Snowboard Roller
A spacious, rolling snowboard bag with added protection along the 
tips and tails to ensure your gear travels safely to each destination.

Ski, Boot and Snowboard Bags

Protect your board and 
outwear and stay organized 
with the padded, cinch top 
board sleeves

Smooth, reliable access 
from durable YKK zippers

Comfortably transport and 
navigate with smooth wheels 
and multiple grab handles on 
ends, top and side of bag

Comfortably transport and 
navigate with smooth wheels 
and multiple grab handles on 
ends, top and side of bag

Fit two snowboards up to 
165cm in length plus bootsMinimize sagging with 

structural reinforcements at 
the top and bottom of bag Store additional layers 

and accessories in 
internal zipped pocket 

Deter theft with lockable 
zippers (lock sold separately)

Simplify stowing and 
retrieving your gear with 
an S-shaped zipper that 
coils around the bag

165cm

Keep gear from 
shifting with external 
compression straps
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Thule RoundTrip Ski Bag
A spacious ski bag with padded, cinch-top ski sleeves  
to ensure your gear travels safely to each destinatio

Ski, Boot and Snowboard Bags

192 cm

Easily transport with removable, 
padded shoulder strap and 
convenient grab handles

Easily transport with 
removable, padded 
shoulder strap and 
convenient grab handles

Keep gear from 
shifting with external 
compression straps

Fit a single pair of alpine skis or 
two pairs of nordic skis up to 
192 cm in length plus poles

Protect your skis and outwear 
and stay organized with the 
padded, cinch top ski sleeves

Smooth, reliable access 
from durable YKK zippers

Deter theft with lockable 
zippers (lock sold separately)

Added protection for poles 
with a dedicated internal 
pole compartment

Simplify stowing and 
retrieving your gear with 
an S-shaped zipper that 
coils around the bag

Thule RoundTrip Ski Roller
A spacious, rolling ski bag with padded, cinch-top ski sleeves  
to ensure your gear travels safely to each destination.

Ski, Boot and Snowboard Bags

192cm 172cm

Protect your skis and outwear 
and stay organized with the 
padded, cinch top ski sleeves

Comfortably transport and 
navigate with smooth wheels 
and multiple grab handles on 
ends, top and side of bag

Smooth, reliable access 
from durable YKK zippers

Separate skis with removable, 
padded divider that also 
doubles as a standing pad

Keep gear from 
shifting with external 
compression straps

Fit two pairs of alpine 
skis up to 192 cm/ 175 
cm in length plus poles

Deter theft with lockable 
zippers (lock sold separately)

Store additional layers 
and accessories in 
internal zipped pocket 

Minimize sagging with 
structural reinforcements at 
the top and bottom of bag

Simplify stowing and 
retrieving your gear with 
an S-shaped zipper that 
coils around the bag

www.hebalyauto.hu
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For great adventures far and near.  
Thule sport duffel bags are the perfect 
travel companion, wherever life takes 
you and whatever you need to pack. 

Sport Duffels
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Thule Chasm Collection Line at-a-Glance

Thule Chasm Small 40L Thule Chasm Medium 70L

Thule Chasm Large 90L Thule Chasm X-Large 130L
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Thule Chasm
Thule Chasm Collection

The ideal travel companion
Thule Chasm is the ideal companion on any travel adventure – big or small.   
Durable, weather-resistant, and with smart features like the wide mouth opening, 
side access, and removable padded straps, Thule Chasm makes it easy to travel  
on your own terms – and still bring all the gear you’ll need. 

Available in four sizes, ranging from small (40 liters) to X-large (130 liters), and  
several attractive colors, Thule Chasm is a versatile, robust and stylish bag that  
will hold just about anything.

Easy to carry
When you’re travelling, you want to live in the moment. Thule Chasm gives you  
the flexibility of a conventional duffle on your shoulder or as a backpack when  
you want to head off on an adventure. The padded straps are quick to remove  
and adjust depending on your need.

What’s more, the daisy chain lash points even make it possible to attach the  
duffel to a roof rack or to add gear to the bag.

Easy to pack and access your gear
The oversized, wide mouth opening and practical side access make Thule Chasm 
easy to pack and easy to get to your gear. There is a lockable, zippered side  
pocket plus convenient interior mesh pockets for organizing smaller items and  
making them even easier to reach. And rest assured that your gear is always safe 
and secure – Thule Chasm is made of a durable waterproof tarpaulin fabric that  
protects contents from the elements and also folds for easy storage. 

Thule Chasm
With a wide mouth opening and removable backpack straps, these rugged, 
weather-resistant duffels are your go-to gear hauler for any adventure.

Thule Chasm Collection

Can be carried in three different 
ways: as a backpack, as a shoulder 
bag and as a duffel (all straps tuck 
away when not in use)

Easy access to 
contents through 
oversized, wide 
mouth opening Quick access to 

smaller items through 
external stash pocket

Keeps gear organized 
and contained with 
internal mesh pockets

Padded bottom protects 
your gear from the ground

Protects contents from the 
elements and folds for easy 
storage due to the durable and 
waterproof tarpaulin fabric

Small 40L

Medium 70L

Easy to prevent contents 
from falling to the bottom 
of the bag in backpack 
mode thanks to external 
compression straps

Large 90L

X-Large 130L
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When we at Thule started to develop a series of hiking and trekking backpacks 
seven years ago, we set out to find ambassadors who would not only give us  
great user input to the packs, but also share our values. The search brought us  
to the legendary mountain climber Apa Sherpa from Nepal. 

Apa Sherpa is a remarkable mountain guide who has taken 21 successful expedi-
tions to the summit of Mount Everest without losing a single life. Staying true to  
his mantra of “Everest will always be there”, Apa has always had a very strong  
commitment to safety.

Coming from the Nepalese village of Thame, it was almost inevitable that Apa 
would become a high-altitude sherpa on Mount Everest. He began carrying loads 
on the lower parts of the mountain in 1988 and reached the summit for the first 
time on May 10, 1990. Today, he is a world record holder for most Mount Everest 
summits.

In addition to his mountaineering achievements, Apa is active in climate change 
education and the conservation of Mount Everest through the Eco Everest  
clean-up expeditions, which have removed around 14,000 kg of debris and  
waste from the mountain. Apa is a Climate-for-Life ambassador and has received 
the World Wildlife Foundation’s prestigious “Leaders for a Living Planet” award.

1988 
Began carrying loads 
on Everest

1990  
Reached the summit 
for the first time

21   
Apa has reached the 
summit 21 times

2010    
Founded the Apa Sherpa  
Foundation 

2013    
Received an honorary doctorate

14,000   
14,000 kg of garbage has been 
removed from the mountain  
by the Eco Everest clean   
up expeditions

The Man and 
the Mountain

Thule and Apa Sherpa Foundation 

If Apa could have planned his life differently, though, he says that he would gladly have given up 
his world record for a good education and a career as a medical doctor. That is why education 
for the children of Nepal is Apa’s top priority. In 2010, Apa founded the Apa Sherpa Foundation 
with the help of his best friend Jerry Mika. The Apa Sherpa Foundation works for the children of 
Nepal’s right to an education. 

At Thule we are proud to support The Apa Sherpa Foundation with school-lunch programs and 
other activities for the kids in Thame. In addition, we have enabled the award-winning Canadian 
adventure film crew Sherpas Cinema to produce a movie about Apa and his mission, “Loved by 
All, the Story of Apa Sherpa”, which premiered at the Banff Mountain Film Festival 2017.

APA SHERPA 
IN SHORT
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Thule Yepp Nexxt

Thule EnRoute Collection

Visit www.thule.com and discover 
Thule’s wide range of products for 
an active lifestyle, from bike racks 
and roof boxes to strollers, luggage 
and backpacks.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Sweden AB
Box 69, SE-335 04 Hillerstorp, Sweden.
Tel +46 370-255 00, Fax +46 370-229 08.
www.thule.com
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